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the mass effect series has always felt like a much bigger game than it
actually is. while the main story of the first game takes place over the
course of a few days, the main story of mass effect 2 takes place over
the course of months. the third game goes even longer. while most rpg
fans would be surprised to hear that mass effect 1 took about ten hours
to complete, it actually took me about two years to complete. that's the

problem with bioware games: they're so big. bioware games are
extremely well made. they're consistently good, consistently fun, and

always good value. they've always had very solid combat, and the first
game in particular is practically a tutorial on the rpg genre. they're a lot

of fun, but they're not terribly deep. mass effect 1 (pc) may not have
the best characters or best story in the series, but it has the most

advanced combat system and the most entertaining side missions. the
mass effect series is a little too big. i get it. it's a big game. it's a series
that is supposed to have five games. but the fact that it has five games
is a problem. while i absolutely love the final game, the third game was
a huge turnoff. my only complaint about the series is that it's too long.

it's too big and too epic and it's just a little too much for one game.
there are two main reasons why i decided to play mass effect 1. one: i
have never played it before, and i want to give it a shot. two: i have

never played any of the other games in the series, so i wanted to
experience the first one as a first time gamer. the first reason is all

there is. the second reason is that a friend told me that the first mass
effect is an rpg masterpiece, and i wanted to see for myself.
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in my book, nothing is better than a great story. in my book, nothing is better than a
great game. if i play a game, i expect the experience to be great. when mass effect 1

was released, i knew i'd buy it on day one, and that was that. mass effect 2 was a
little more surprising. i enjoyed the first game a lot, but i didn't quite like it enough to

be willing to buy it. fortunately, mass effect 3 (pc) changed everything. the entire
series up to mass effect 3 (pc) was somewhat polarizing, but mass effect 3 (pc)

turned the series into an rpg juggernaut. my first mass effect game is my favorite in
the entire series. mass effect 2 (pc) is my favorite in the series. and mass effect 3

(pc) is my favorite in the series. i've played the other three games, and while they're
all great, they pale in comparison to mass effect 1 and mass effect 3. mass effect 2
(pc) is a very strong game. in fact, it's the best mass effect game of the series. the

combat is much improved from the original mass effect, and the characters are more
interesting than ever. the story is much stronger than the original, and the dialogue is

better. the shooting mechanics are excellent, and the character development is
great. game description:mass effect: legendary edition is a remaster of the original

mass effect trilogy set in the year 2027. for the first time ever, the original trilogy will
be released simultaneously on playstation 4, xbox one, and pc. although there are
plenty of different classes in mass effect 1, the classes are pretty basic and don't

have much variety. the only real way to differentiate between classes is by how you
play, which means that you can play in almost any way you want. this is great for

people like me who have lots of experience with the genre and can pick up the game
with no trouble. 5ec8ef588b
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